1.

NO SMOKING BY-LAW RECOMMENDATIONS IN BINGO HALLS, BILLIARD
HALLS AND BOWLING CENTRES

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS AS AMENDED

1.

That Council approve the recommendations contained in the report, for area
municipal councils within Ottawa-Carleton to use in developing or revising
their public places smoking by-laws as necessary with respect to bingo halls,
billiard halls and bowling centres.

2.

That the RMOC’s goal on sales (of tobacco products) to minors be amended
to reflect the elimination of sales to minors.

3.

That staff prepare a submission to the provincial government, including a
legislative amendment and background documentation, to allow the Region
to fulfill it’s public health mandate by passing and enforcing by-laws on
public health matters such as smoking, and that staff report back in six
months on the success of the submission.

4.

That the Health Department convene a meeting of groups interested in the
establishment of a regional non-smoking by-law to prepare a strategy (both
process and content) for the groups to then present to the member
municipalities in order to present a case and request that municipalities
agree to a region-wide by-law.

DOCUMENTATION
1.

Medical Officer of Health report dated 2 June 1998 is immediately attached.

2.

Extract of Draft Minute, Community Services Committee, 16 July 1998
immediately follows the report and includes a record of the vote.
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REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF OTTAWA-CARLETON
MUNICIPALITÉ RÉGIONALE D’OTTAWA-CARLETON

REPORT
RAPPORT

DATE

2 June 1998

TO/DEST.

Co-ordinator
Community Services Committee

FROM/EXP.

Medical Officer of Health

SUBJECT/OBJET

NO SMOKING BY-LAW RECOMMENDATIONS IN BINGO
HALLS, BILLIARDS HALL AND BOWLING CENTRES

DEPARTMENTAL RECOMMENDATION
That Community Services Committee recommend that Council approve the
recommendations, as contained in the report, for area municipal councils within OttawaCarleton to use in developing or revising their public places smoking by-laws as necessary
with respect to bingo halls, billiard halls and bowling centres.

BACKGROUND
On January 22, 1997 Council approved the first part of the recommendations detailed in Annex A
and recommended further analysis of the issues related to bingo halls, billiard halls and bowling
centres.
This report and the recommendations are based on a review of the current individual municipal
by-laws, an analysis of the level of environmental tobacco smoke exposure and the attendant
health risks, and public consultation with proprietors about the feasibility of implementing the
proposed changes.

REVIEW OF CURRENT BY-LAWS
There is widespread variation amongst the municipalities with respect to smoking by-laws. (Refer
to Annex B for a summary of the current municipal smoking by-laws and recommendations.)
Currently, the municipalities of Ottawa, Nepean, Kanata and Gloucester have a minimum of 50%
non-smoking public floor space by-law requirement for billiard and bingo halls and bowling
centres. Kanata’s by-law is now 75% no smoking in such establishments, and will increase to
100% no smoking effective January 1, 2000. The municipality of Nepean recently passed a 75%
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no smoking by-law for bingo halls, but remains at 50% for bowling and billiards. At present,
there is a 50% no smoking by-law for all bingo, billiard and bowling establishments in the
municipality of Ottawa.
A variety of voluntary restrictions occurs in other municipalities. However, the amount of nonsmoking space that is offered is at each operator’s discretion. Of those providers that voluntarily
restrict smoking in their establishments, the size of non-smoking sections ranges from 16 to 100%
of total floor space.
The consolidation of the various municipal non-smoking by-laws and recommendations into
consistent region-wide by-laws would provide the same level of protection to all members of the
public and promote the equal treatment of businesses in all of Ottawa-Carleton. However, issues
of consumer choice and consideration to small businesses must also be respected.

HEALTH RISKS OF ETS
Environmental tobacco smoke (ETS, also referred to as ‘second-hand smoke’) consists of a
combination of harmful gases, liquids and inhalable particles, many of which contain
environmental pollutants. It is released into the environment through the mainstream smoke that is
inhaled and exhaled by smokers, and the side stream smoke that is released directly from the
burning end of a cigarette, cigar or pipe.
Of the more than 4,000 compounds that make up ETS, at least fifty are known to cause cancer.
In Ottawa-Carleton, it is estimated that ETS is responsible for at least 10 lung cancer deaths per
year in non-smokers. Other cancers associated with ETS include leukaemia, lymphoma and
cancers of the bladder, cervix, and brain. Furthermore, ETS plays a significant role in heart
disease. It is estimated that approximately 90 deaths from cardiovascular disease in OttawaCarleton occur each year as a result of ETS exposure. In all, exposure to ETS is responsible for
at least 100 deaths in non-smokers each year in Ottawa-Carleton.
Several of the constituents of ETS are toxic to lung tissue, and many studies have linked exposure
to numerous respiratory infections and illnesses. Such conditions include, but are not limited to,
acute and chronic bronchitis, pneumonia, asthma, emphysema, acute changes in respiratory
function, chronic respiratory symptoms and reduced lung function.
Children are particularly susceptible to the harmful effects of ETS. Exposure is estimated to be
responsible for the following in Ottawa-Carleton children each year: 518-906 children with middle
ear infections, up to 427 ear tube insertions, 32-52 tonsillectomies and 777-1295 children
suffering from asthma. The health effects of ETS also extend to the fetus and young infants. As
many as two thirds of the cases of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome are thought to be caused by
exposure to ETS in the womb or after birth.
In restricting smoking in public places, the desires of smokers must be balanced with the general
population’s desire to maintain an optimum level of health. Approximately 23% of women and
24% of men in Ottawa-Carleton smoke. However, in addition to the health risks to the general
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public, an estimated 25% of the population have existing heart, lung or allergic conditions that can
be exacerbated by exposure to ETS.

EXPOSURE TO ETS
Despite the fact that there are serious risks associated with ETS, a significant proportion of the
population is routinely exposed. Existing ventilation systems may limit tobacco odour, but they
do not meet an acceptable standard for achieving a safe level of health. Furthermore, air cleaning
devices are not effective at removing gases (which contain most of the irritants) and do not reduce
the amount of tar particles to a level considered to be safe. Even when visible smoke appears to
be isolated in the vicinity of smokers, many of the most dangerous and invisible constituents of
ETS are easily dispersed across a room.
Common ventilation systems are so limited that people are more at risk of coming into contact
with toxic compounds indoors than they are outdoors. For instance, of the total amount of
benzene (a known carcinogen) that the average person is exposed to, almost half comes directly
from cigarettes. In fact, the general people is exposed to more benzene from cigarette smoke
indoors than from automobile exhaust and industrial bi-products combined (refer to Annex C).
This raises the issue that although there has been a substantial amount of attention focused on the
preservation of the outdoor environment, indoor air pollution in some public places continues to
pose a significant problem.
In occupational health standards, a level of exposure to a toxic chemical is considered to be
sufficiently low if it produces less than a one in one million lifetime risk of developing a particular
disease. In Annex D, the excess risks associated with the development of lung cancer from ETS
exposure have been compared across several types of public establishments. From the data
presented, it is evident that the level of ETS exposure in bingo halls, billiard halls and bowling
centres is much higher than the accepted standards. Even in the non-smoking sections of such
establishments, the excess risk of developing lung cancer is often as high as 1 in 15,000, and is
much greater than the acceptable standard of one in one million risk.
Furthermore, it is apparent that there is little more protection from the harmful effects of ETS for
people in the non-smoking areas than there is in the smoking sections. For instance, in billiard
halls, the excess risk of developing lung cancer in the smoking section is 1 in 16,000 and drops
only slightly to a 1 in 19,000 risk in the non-smoking section. Therefore, regardless of where they
are situated, all patrons (non-smokers and smokers) and employees in these establishments are
being exposed to levels of ETS at least fifty times higher that what would be acceptable if ETS
was regulated as a carcinogen in the workplace.
It is apparent that smoke does not respect a line on the floor and that the levels of ETS in these
facilities are dangerous. Therefore, the fundamental issue at hand is one of protection and choice
for all persons, including smokers, that frequent or work in these establishments. The only way to
maintain indoor air quality is to restrict smoking to separately ventilated rooms, or to prohibit
smoking completely.
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PUBLIC CONSULTATION
In considering the level of acceptance and feasibility of the recommended smoking by-laws in
bingo, billiards and bowling centres, the Health Department sought public consultation by
commissioning an Angus Reid Inc. public opinion poll and by holding consultation meetings and
surveying the proprietors of these establishments.
In an Angus Reid public opinion poll of 400 Ottawa-Carleton residents, 74% of the non-smoking
respondents and 62% of the smoking respondents surveyed support bingo hall smoking only in an
enclosed, separately ventilated room. For billiard halls, these figures were 73% of non-smokers
and 57% of smokers in favour. For bowling centres, the level of support for restricting smoking
to an enclosed separately ventilated section was found to be 74% of non-smoker and 63% of
smoker respondents in favour.
When consulted, proprietors of bingo, billiard and bowling centres noted several logistical and
economic concerns with the recommended by-law changes. Many proprietors expressed concern
that their non-smoking sections are not busy and that an increase in the amount of space afforded
to non-smokers would hurt their businesses. They reported that a high proportion of their patrons
(65-80%) are smokers and that this large group of people would need to be accommodated in a
smaller portion of the facility. Proprietors also thought that snack counters would lose money if
smoking was prohibited in their vicinity. Owners of small establishments felt that as a result of
space limitations, they would not be able to provide for both their smoking and their non-smoking
customers if the proposed recommendations became by-laws. Overall, the fundamental objection
that was commonly voiced by owners in each type of facility was the cost of providing separately
ventilated rooms for each of the smoking and non-smoking sections. (Refer to Annex E for
further details of the consultation with proprietors).

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
Since the current level of ETS that the patrons and employees of bingo, billiards, and bowling
facilities are exposed to (in both the smoking and non-smoking sections) exceeds generally
accepted occupational health and safety standards, some immediate action is required. The “For
now” recommendations make some progress on protecting the public by requiring an expansion
of non-smoking sections, and the prohibition of smoking in common areas and when organized
children’s events are occurring.
The recommendations for two years following the passage of a municipal by-law require that
operators address the issue of inadequate ventilation by requiring that the smoking and nonsmoking sections each be contained in separately ventilated sections and that smoking is restricted
in common areas. These recommendations have not been made for the immediate future in order
to provide operators with some flexibility in making the necessary changes.
In summary, the recommendations for bingo, billiards and bowling centre by-laws outlined in this
report take an incremental approach to achieving the goal of smoke-free public places while
allowing some flexibility for individual small operators and consumer choice. Consideration is
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provided for operators with small businesses (which may continue to function under the “For
Now” recommendations) and for facilities with large numbers of smoking patrons (which may
offer as little as 10% of total capacity in a separately ventilated smoke-free room).

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications for the RMOC associated with this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.

Bingo Halls
a)

For now:
i)
At least 50% no-smoking seating unless there already exists an
enclosed, separately ventilated no-smoking room.
ii)
Services such as food counters (or food service delivery to the nosmoking section), obtaining bingo cards and washroom facilities be
accessible with as little exposure to second-hand smoke as possible.
iii)
Bingo callers be in a smoke-free area.

b)

By two years after the passage of a municipal by-law:
i)
The operator may decide (based on client profile) the percentage of
non-smoking seats, with a minimum requirement of 10% of seats, to
be in an enclosed, separately ventilated and smoke-free room.

Billiard Halls
a)

For now:
i)
At least 50% no-smoking section unless there already exists an
enclosed and separately ventilated no-smoking room.

b)

By two years after the passage of a municipal by-law:
i)
The operator may decide (based on client profile) the percentage of
tables, with a minimum requirement of 10% of tables, to be in an
enclosed, separately ventilated and smoke-free room. This option
would apply to premises with 10 tables or more only. Premises with
fewer than 10 tables would continue to provide a 50% no-smoking
section.
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3.

4.

Bowling Centres
a)

For now:
i)
Smoking be limited to 70% of the area behind the counters that
separate the common area from the players’ section.
ii)
No-smoking at the rental counter, snack counter or washrooms.
iii)
Enclosed restaurant sections to be regulated by the existing by-law for
restaurants.
iv)
No smoking anywhere in the bowling alley when organized children or
youth bowling is occurring.

b)

By two years after the passage of a municipal by-law:
i)
No-smoking except in a designated smoking area which is enclosed
and separately ventilated. It must be located such that the public are
not required to travel through it to gain access to common facilities,
including, but not limited to the players’ section, washrooms, rental
counters and take-away snack counters. This would apply to premises
with at least 8 lanes. Smaller premises would follow recommendations
under “For now”.

Enclosed Restaurants within Bingo, Billiard and Bowling Establishments
a)

Enclosed restaurants continue to be regulated as per by-law regulations for
restaurants.

The above completes the smoking by-law recommendations for public places (restaurants,
bars, pubs, shopping malls, arenas, community centres, bingo halls, billiard halls and
bowling centres) which are summarized in Annex A.

Approved by
Robert Cushman, MD, MBA, FRCPC
Attach. (5)
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ANNEX A

SUMMARY OF SMOKING BY-LAW RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PUBLIC PLACES
At its meeting on January 22, 1997, Regional Council approved the following recommendations
with respect to municipal and Regional no-smoking by-laws with respect to public places:
1.

Based on health and ventilation standards evidence plus the measure of public support
necessary for compliance, the following are recommended:
a)

Restaurants, Bars and Pubs
70% non-smoking sections as soon as possible, except for 50% non-smoking in
the “bar area” of a restaurant after 9:00 p.m. By 2000, premises choosing to allow
smoking must do so in a properly ventilated and enclosed designated smoking
room which is not more than 30% of the seating area. Certain exceptions may
apply.

b)

Shopping Malls
Food courts and restaurants within the common area of a shopping mall, whether
or not the seating area is leased to one or more restaurants, should be smoke-free
as soon as possible. Restaurants which abut the common areas of mall should fall
under the recommendations in this report and bars/pubs.

c)

Arenas/Community Centres
Arenas/community centres should be smoke-free as soon as possible with one
exception: halls rented out for public events would be subject to the by-law for
that type of event.

d)

Bingo Halls, Billiard Halls and Bowling Centres
The non-smoking section should be 50% as soon as possible. With respect to
bowling centres, it is recommended that they be entirely smoke-free when
children’s bowling occurs. It is also recommended that all premises which choose
to allow smoking by 2000 must do so in separately enclosed and ventilated
smoking areas with further consultation with bingo, billiard and bowling operators
to determine the percentage of smoking space allowable.

2.

It is recommended that area municipal councils develop or revise their public places
smoking by-law as soon as possible. At the same time, they are requested to pass a
resolution endorsing a Regional smoking by-law. When six area municipalities have done
so, a Regional by-law will be presented for enactment in order to achieve a level playing
field for all businesses and protection for the entire population of the Region.

INDUSTRY

14%

0.1%
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3%
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34%
CIGARETTES

45%

(Source: Wayne R. Ott and John W. Roberts, Scientific American Magazine, February 1998)

Despite the fact that cigarettes account for only a small amount of the total benzene emissions, they account for 45% of
the total amount of benzene that the average person is actually exposed to. In fact, the level of benzene that people are
exposed to from cigarette smoke is more than twice the amount from automobile exhaust and industry combined.

AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST

18%

SOURCE OF BENZENE EXPOSURE

Benzene — a chemical known to cause leukemia in workers continually exposed to high concentrations — is present in
gasoline and in some household products. It is also one of about 4,000 chemicals found in tobacco smoke. Cigarette
smoke is responsible for only approximately 0.1% of the benzene emittted into the environment.

AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST

82%

SOURCE OF BENZENE EMISSIONS

ANNEX C

ANNEX D

Nicotine Exposure and Excess Risk of Lung Cancer
Compared Across Establishments

Type of
Establishment

Mean recorded value (micrograms of
nicotine accumulated in a 7 day period)
Non-smoking
Area

Smoking
Area

Excess risk of lung cancer over a 2 hour
weekly, 40 year exposure
Non-Smoking
Area

Smoking
Area

Bingo halls

5.3

9.5

1 in 15,000

1 in 12,000

Billiard halls

2.8

4.2

1 in 19,000

1 in 16,000

Bowling Centres

0.9

1.27

1 in 100,000

1 in 80,000

Restaurants

1.6

2.3

1 in 40,000

1 in 20,000

Daycares

0.02

not applicable

1 in 2 million

not applicable

Notes On Table
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Bowling centre data from Ottawa-Carleton. All other data from provincial surveys
done by the Ontario Tobacco Research Unit, 1996.
The excess risks are calculated from a model of excess lung cancer risk in relation
to levels of nicotine in the environment, created by Repace et al (reference: An
Enforceable Indoor Air Quality Standard for Environmental Tobacco Smoke in the
Workplace. Risk Analysis 1993;13(4):463-75.
Daycare centres are given as a background reference level.
These risks have been underestimated since the measurements taken include
periods of time when the establishments were closed and there was little or no
smoking taking place.
The excess risks associated with exposure are also incomplete since they only deal
with lung cancer. A more complete estimate would also include the excess risks of
heart disease, emphysema, bronchitis and other well known health effects of
environmental tobacco smoke.

ANNEX E

CONSULTATION PROCESS WITH OPERATORS OF
BINGO HALLS, BILLIARD HALLS AND BOWLING CENTRES
Three separate meetings were held with operators of bingo halls, billiard halls and bowling
centres. Following these meetings, a survey was sent to all operators to see if consensus
might be achieved in formulating recommendations for no-smoking by-laws in these
premises.
Bingo Halls
Eight of eleven operators attended the consultation meeting. However, the number of
operators that attended is less than the total number of establishments partly because some
bingo hall operators own several halls.
These proprietors told us that 65-75% of their customers are smokers. Eleven bingo halls
in the Region have constructed separate rooms which are enclosed and separately
ventilated from the smoking section. The percentage of seats in these separate rooms for
no-smoking ranges from 10% to 50%. The operators expressed a desire that they be
allowed to set the amount of seating for no-smoking in an enclosed and separately
ventilated room based on their customer base which they know best.
Seven operators subsequently answered the survey which proposed the by-law changes
that have been recommended for no-smoking in bingo halls. Three of the respondents
favoured all of the proposed recommendations, while a fourth one only took exception to
the recommendations for by-law changes in two years time.

Billiard Halls
Eleven of 32 operators attended the consultation meeting for billiard halls. Some were
representatives of the same facility. They estimated that 80% of their customers are
smokers. One hall went smoke-free one day of the week for six months, August, 1996 January, 1997. He reported that sales went down by 32% on those days. There is one
smoke-free billiard hall that has recently opened in Kanata. Most billiard halls tend to be
one large room with smoking usually not permitted while at the tables, in order to protect
the surface, and allowed around the perimeter of the room and at the bar. Minors are
asked to leave some halls after 6 - 9 p.m. (varies).
Fourteen operators responded to the survey sent out following the consultation meeting.
Three operators agreed and 11 disagreed with the proposed recommendations. The
following concerns were expressed:
•

Most clients are smokers and giving up half of the pool hall for non-smokers would
decrease the establishment’s client base.

ANNEX E
•
•
•

•

The amount of space afforded to smokers is much smaller than the proportion of
clients that smoke.
It would be difficult for small establishments to accommodate both smokers and nonsmokers as outlined in the recommended by-law.
The recommendations do not take into account operating problems that would arise
from operating 2 separately ventilated rooms. An owner estimated that this will
increase expenses by $20,000 annually and thinks that smoke removal equipment (i.e.
‘smoke eaters’) should be relied upon instead of providing separately ventilated rooms
for smoking and non-smoking sections.
The proposed by-law for separately ventilated smoking and non-smoking sections will
involve extensive construction costs.

Bowling Centres
The consultation meeting was held during a regular meeting of the Ottawa Valley Bowling
Proprietors Association meeting. In response to the survey sent out after the meeting, six
operators’ responses were received. One respondent was in agreement with the proposed
recommendation, four disagreed and one agreed with the recommendations for now but
not with those for two years time. However, at the time of the survey, Ottawa was
considering 70% non-smoking for bowling centres. Given the small percentage of total
space that clients are allowed to smoke in (because smoking is prohibited in the playing
area), this recommendation was subsequently changed to a minimum of 30% non-smoking
in bowling centres.
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NO SMOKING BY-LAW RECOMMENDATIONS IN BINGO HALLS, BILLIARD
HALLS AND BOWLING CENTRES
- Medical Officer of Health report dated 2 June 1998
Dr. Edward Ellis, Associate Medical Officer of Health, began his presentation by
introducing Ms. Debbie McCulloch, Tobacco Use Prevention Officer, Health Department.
He spoke about tobacco use targets, noting these have been modified based on the new
Mandatory Standards and are as follows:
•

decreased teen smoking to 10% by year 2005 (currently 20% of teens smoke on a
daily basis, 29% if one includes daily and occasional smoking)

•

decreased adult smoking to 15% by year 2005 (currently the percentage is 23-24%)

•

100% smoke-free schools, workplaces and public places by year 2005

•

reduced sales to minors by year 2000 (the Nov/Dec survey showed 89% of vendors
comply with the law)

•

increase in the proportion of smoke-free homes by year 2000.

Dr. Ellis spoke about the previous Council’s request that area municipalities endorse the
passing of a regional workplace by-law and he indicated that, to date, the following
municipalities have given their endorsement: the City of Ottawa, the Village of Rockcliffe
Park and the Townships of Goulbourn, Osgoode and West Carleton. The Region could
proceed with a by-law if one more municipality consented.
Dr. Ellis described the health effects of Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS),
highlighting, among others:
•

increases in heart disease and lung cancer among those who live with a smoker and
who are chronically exposed to smoke in the workplace

•

adverse effects on the fetuses of pregnant women (relationship with low birth -weight,
sudden infant death, respiratory problems in children)

He noted that, in Ottawa-Carleton, there are 10 deaths per year from lung cancer, 90 from
cardio-vascular diseases, approximately 500 to 900 cases of bronchitis and pneumonia in
children under 18 months, and one-quarter of the population suffers from a health
condition aggravated by ETS.
Dr. Ellis pointed out that the crux of the issue for operators of bingo, bowling and billiard
halls is to balance the desire of smokers to participate in a leisurely activity with those who
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don’t want to be exposed to second-hand smoke. A health department survey done in
1996 showed there is majority support for smoking being allowed in these facilities if there
are separately ventilated areas within. He added that the Health Department placed
nicotine monitors in bowling alleys and, combining this with data from studies done
elsewhere in Ontario, has come up with estimates of getting cancer from exposure: a
person frequenting a bingo hall for 2 hours a week for 40 years in a non-smoking area has
a 1 in 15,000 chance of getting lung cancer: in the smoking area the ratio is 1 in 12,000.
This does not represent much of a difference and can be ascribed to the fact the halls do
not have separately ventilated areas for non-smokers.
Dr. Ellis concluded his presentation by outlining the departmental recommendations. He
spoke about receiving a copy of a 135-name petition sent to the Manager of a bingo hall in
Nepean indicating that the current non-smoking area was unacceptable (Nepean’s current
policy is 50/50). When the Health Department surveyed bingo halls, it was ascertained
they were running at 65% non-smoking section and operators feel they are doing all that
they can. Nevertheless, there is tension since some customers want to continue
participating but feel the halls are too smoky.
The Committee Chair, A. Munter wanted to know what progress has been made in
securing area municipality approval for a region-wide by-law applying to restaurants and
bars. Dr. Ellis indicated this was not pursued because it was felt the result would be
similar to that of the workplace by-law which was going nowhere. Chair Munter recalled
that the clear message from the Restaurant Association is that a level playing field is
essential for any by-law applying to restaurants and bars. Dr. Ellis confirmed the same
message was coming from bingo halls, billiards and bowling alley operators.
Councillor M. McGoldrick-Larsen asked whether Health Department staff were aware
that the City of Nepean calls for a gradual increase from its current 50/50 policy between
now and the year 2000. Dr. Ellis replied in the affirmative, adding it was his
understanding Nepean will maintain enforcement at 50% to be in accord with the
municipalities of Ottawa and Kanata. He said he thought there would be uniformity
between the three municipalities.
Councillor A. Loney inquired why the Region’s goal would not be to completely eliminate
sales to minors. Dr. Ellis replied that the goal was adopted based on the premise that sales
could never be completely eliminated, and thus the aim should be to reduce sales. He
added that studies done in the United States have shown that keeping sales under 20%
contributes to decreased prevalence in smoking and that he would personally like to see
the Region’s numbers in the high 90s. Councillor Loney said he did not consider it
unrealistic to aim for zero sales to minors, and that such a target should be adopted as the
Region is now doing fairly well in this area.
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Replying to a question from Councillor D. Beamish, Dr. Ellis said the Region has not
requested that the Province allow it to pass by-laws in matters of public health without
resorting to the “good will” of area municipalities. The Councillor thought it was
unfortunate that petty turf wars between municipalities put citizens at risk, and he would
like the Region to request this kind of legislation.
The request should be accompanied by documentation on the efforts made by the Region
to-date to secure region-wide or conformity by-laws, and should explain the difficulties
encountered in trying to garner support from area municipalities. In addition, it should be
clearly stated that the Region needs to have the powers to make itself more effective in
matters of public health.
The following delegations were heard, and their comments are summarized below.
Carolyn Hill, representing the Ottawa-Carleton Council on Smoking and Health.
Speaking in her capacity as Chair of the Council’s public health issues, Ms. Hill said there
is no denying the serious effects caused by ETS, a carcinogen that causes cardiovascular
and respiratory diseases, harms children and seriously affects the health of unborn children.
She said the question for health officials is when and how much to further strengthen
restrictions in bingo, billiards and bowling alleys. She pointed out there is less support for
regulation in these facilities since they are normally frequented by a higher number of
smokers than in the general public. The Council on Smoking and Health firmly believes
that staff and volunteers working in these facilities have a right to work in smoke-free
conditions and the public who wish to participate in smoke-free bowling, billiards or bingo
also deserve protection from second-hand smoke. The Council strongly believes that
when children are present, the facilities should be smoke-free and this should take effect
immediately. Ms. Hill congratulated the cities of Ottawa, Nepean and Kanata who have in
the past set the standard for other municipalities to follow. She spoke in support of a level
playing field for all municipalities, of 100% smoke-free facilities that are used by the entire
community and of reaching 100% smoke-free status by the year 2000.
Lise Caputinsky and Ann Henry, Friends’ Bingo Hall (Vanier)
Ms. Caputinsky said she manages the Friends’ Bingo Hall and the facility already has a
smoke-free room. The hall capacity is 600 places and, out of these, 60 are in an enclosed
area for non-smokers. She expressed the view the idea of 50% of a hall being smoke-free
is irrational and will not be attainable, as most patrons of bingo halls are smokers.
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Ms. Henry said she was pleased with the fact the Health Department consulted with
operators and has listened to their comments. She asked that the requirement for the
caller to be in a separate enclosure be reviewed, as a large percentage of them are smokers
who would not want to be in a small, enclosed area.
Don McMillan, Professional Engineer (Gloucester)
Mr. McMillan said he was an engineer with knowledge in the area of indoor air quality.
He informed the Committee that specifications on how to design a smoking area in any
building in the world already exist, as well as all the engineering requirements. He posited
it would cost approximately $25,000 to adequately ventilate the McArthur Bowling
Lanes, the only 10-pin facility in the east of the Region, in the city of Vanier, where he
bowls. He spoke about have met the lessee of this facility in Montreal, and of having been
informed the lessee was not interested in cleaning up the air unless forced to do so by
legislation.
Irvin Budge, Public Relations, Snooker Billiards Centre (Kanata)
Mr. Budge spoke on behalf of Mr. John Bell, the proprietor of a 100% smoke-free billiard
hall in Kanata. Mr. Bell has a young family and has worked in the business for 20 years
therefore he is aware of the hazards. He wanted to be a trend setter and attract young
families that are more health conscious. Mr. Budge said a billiard establishment conveys
the image of a dark, smoky place, but Mr. Bell’s facility is clean and requires less
maintenance because there are no smoky, grimy walls to clean. Mr. Budge expressed the
view that, eventually, all facilities will be smoke-free, and he asked why not start right
now.
Roger Sarazin, Manager, McArthur Bowling Lanes and Mr. Denis Ste-Marie
Mr. Sarazin indicated most bowlers complain about smoking in this facility, since this is
allowed in 70% of it. Many people who bowl are trying to become non-smokers. He said
that parents have been asked not to smoke during junior bowling on Saturdays, however
they continue to smoke. Mr. Sarazin said he was trying to reverse the percentages, to
have 70% for non-smokers and 30% for smokers, but so far he has been unsuccessful in
achieving this goal.
Denis Ste-Marie added there are children in the bowling centre almost 100% of the time,
including babies in carriages. On league nights, children wait for their parents to finish
their games, and are exposed to smoke. He speculated that smoking in 10% of an area
will still spread to the remainder of the space. Mr. Ste-Marie asked what other sport
allows smoking in any observable area. He said he thought that the Health Department
was not going far enough and should be advocating for a 100% smoke-free environment.
The Medical Officer of Health, Dr. R. Cushman, said he was delighted to see people
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pushing the department forward on this issue. He expressed the hope that participants
would make similar presentations to their municipal councils, to press this point forward.
Mr. Ste-Marie spoke about attempts made to get the City of Vanier to agree to the
regional by-law, but to no avail: initiatives included a 600-name petition and a call
campaign to Vanier officials.
Chair Munter read a number of Motions put forward by Committee members. Councillor
D. Holmes said it was sad to see only five area municipalities have agreed to support the
regional by-law. She posited it was time that agencies and individuals supporting these
measures meet with their municipal councils in an effort to secure the support of a sixth
municipality to ensure a region-wide by-law.
Councillor Loney spoke about there being a renewed spirit of cooperation between area
municipalities and the Region, and he suggested further attempts be made to secure their
cooperation for the proposed regulations, as well as for the no-smoking in restaurants and
bars by-law.
Having been assured by the Legal Department representative,
Ms. A. Taschereau -Moncion, that the support of the six municipalities would have to be
maintained throughout, Councillor Loney suggested it would be safer to have the support
of seven. He added had not found many people who were not in favour of rules against
smoking.
Councillor McGoldrick-Larsen suggested the Chair communicate to the City of Vanier the
gist of the presentation made to Committee today. Chair Munter indicated he would
follow-up on this suggestion. He expressed strong support for Councillor Holmes’
Motion which calls for action at a level other than government to government. Municipal
councils should understand their own businesses want a level playing field, and their own
residents want this legislation. He asked that bingo and billiard operators and
organizations that have membership across the municipalities to get involved and to
pressure their local councils to do the right thing.
The following Motions were then brought forward:
Moved by A. Loney
That the RMOC’s goal re: sales to minors be amended to reflect the elimination of
sales to minors.
CARRIED
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Moved by D. Holmes
That the Health Department convene a meeting of groups interested in the
establishment of a regional non-smoking by-law to prepare a strategy (both process
and content) for the groups to then present to our member municipalities in order to
present a case and request that municipalities agree to a region-wide by-law.
CARRIED
Moved by D. Beamish
That staff prepare a submission to the Provincial government, including a legislative
amendment and background documentation to allow the Region to fulfill it’s public
health mandate by passing and enforcing by-laws on public health matters such as
smoking, and that staff report back in six months on the success of the submission.
CARRIED
That the Community Services Committee recommend Council approve the
recommendations, as contained in the report, and as amended by the foregoing, for
area municipal councils within Ottawa-Carleton to use in developing or revising
their public places smoking by-laws as necessary with respect to bingo halls, billiard
halls and bowling centres.
CARRIED

